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PINGAMAGE
VS

PINGAMAGE AND OTHERS

COURT OF APPEAL 
SOMAWANSA, J.
CA 372/96(F)
DC KURUNEGALA 3005/L 
JUNE 11, 2004

Rei Vindicatio Action - Validity of Deed ? - Due execution - Evidence Ordinance, 
sections 68, 101 and 114-Attesting witness children of executant - Notaries 
Ordinance 1 of 1907, sections 31(9), 33 - Lack of consideration - Burden of 
Proof ? - Is it a ground to set aside a Deed 7 - Justus causa - Roman Dutch Law.

The plaintiff respondent instituted action seeking a declaration of title and 
ejectment of the defendant appellant. The position of the defendant appellant 
was that the deed relied upon by the plaintiff respondent is a fraudulent/void 
deed and based their title on prescription. The trial court held with the plaintiff 
respondent.

HELD

(i) The plaintiff respondents in complying with section 6 8  Evidence 
Ordinance have called no one but both attesting witnesses.

(ii) Their evidence was not challenged under cross examination. No 
suggestion was put to them that they did not attest the deed.

(iii) There was no legal duty cast on the plaintiff respondent to have 
called the mother executant as a witness to prove that she placed 
here thumb impression on the deed as this fact was established 
by the testimony of the two attesting witnesses

(iv) Failure of consideration does not give rise to a claim for cancellation 
of the deed but only to claim for unpaid consideration.

(v) In Sri Lanka consideration is only necessary for those contracts 
which are governed by the Roman Dutch Law. Those contracts 
require only ‘causa’ to support them. Therefore in contracts governed 
by Roman Dutch Law proof of the want or failure of consideration
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will not enable a party to set it aside so long as there is one just a 
causa to support it

(vi) Evidence reveals that the impugned deed has been duly attested 
or executed.

An APPEAL from the judgment of the District Court of Kurunegala.
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The plaintiffs-respondents instituted the instant action in the District 
Court of Kurunegala seeking a declaration of title to the land described in 
the schedule to the plaint, ejectment of the defendant-appellant and those 
holding under him therefrom, damages in a sum Rs. 2,000 and as from the 
date of the plaint continuing damages at the rate of Rs. 1,000 per annum 
till the plaintiffs respondents are restored to possession thereof.

The position taken by the plaintiffs-respondents was that by virtue of 
deed No. 465 dated 18.08.1986, they became the owners of the land in 
suit and that on about 10.09.1986 the defendant-appellant without any 
manner of title or interest forcibly and unlawfully entered the land and is in 
occupation of the house standing thereon. They also set up a claim on 
prescriptive possession.

The position taken by the defendant-appellant was that about 26 years 
ago the properties of the family were divided amicably among its members
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and in consequence the defendant-appellant was given the property in suit 
that he developed the property considerably and constructed a house 
thereon, that the aforesaid deed on which the plaintiffs - respondents have 
based their title is a fraudulent and a void deed and claimed title to the 
land in suit on the basis of prescriptive possession. He also set up a claim 
in reconvention for the improvements effected by him to the property in 
suit in a sum Rs. 300,000 and also the right to retain the property until the 
aforesaid sum is paid in full. In the premis he prayed for a dismissal of the 
plaintiffs-respondents action and a declaration that he has acquired title to 
the property on the basis of prescriptive possession. In the alternative, 
compensation in a sum of Rs. 300,000 for the improvements effected and 
the right to jus retentionis until payment in full.

The plaintiffs - respondents in their replication denied any liability in 
respect of the defendant-appellant’s claim in reconvention.

At the trial parties admitted that one Ukkumenika was the original owner 
of the land in suit and that the said land is described in the schedule to the 
plaint.Parties raised 15 issues between them and at the conclusion of the 
trial the learned District Judge by his judgment dated 01.04.1996 held with 
the plaitiffs respondents. However he allowed the claim in reconvention of 
the defendant appellant and awarded a sum of Rs. 150,000 in respect of 
the house constructed by him on the land in suit and also the right to 
retain the same until the aforesaid sum is paid in full. It is from the said 
judgment that the defendant-appellant has preferred this appeal.

At the hearing of this appeal, the main argument revolved around deed 
No. 465 dated 18.08.1986 marked P2as to whether it was a valid deed or 
not. Counsel for the defendant-appellant contended that though the learned 
District Judge has held that the said deed is valid he does not give any 
reasons or explanation as to why he arrived at such a conclusion. That the 
learned District Judge has failed to consider the evidence led in relation to 
the question whether the said deed marked P2 is the act and deed of the 
plaintiff-respondent’s mother and whether there was in fact a contract 
between the parties at the time the said deed was executed for which no 
reasons have been given in the judgment.
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The relevant issue settled on this point of contest is issue No. 12 which 
reads as fo llows:

(12) 4 e&^eci eaqzozrf 465 esso 1986.08.18 Ojs5 ®dgO csi&d
ag e d  8 O^S e&^sci esqaozrf gzsod sdzg 0za2aS eaxt ea®K)dzsf §o o  S e  ogaxo

Paragraph 8 of the answer referred to in the said issue reads as follows:

(8) “ a^&sSd®d 4 € ftS >  sz$^g30 cs fo d  eseoSzrf SzsfSzadj s® sd zScm S3. 1986zsf 
g  qzssxfeizg ® o 18 £> i& >  S>. ( f t ® ,  c z sfz§ Sy-eSzao SSzrf o^S-eSgzadjOsiO
®CC30 0z§«ozn e<^8 zSuzn ^"23 465 <̂ dzn ®dg© aeoza esqzozrf e z d p  Seso
O°03e3zo©2aO es® Sccgzna sdSsxaaf SO Sao Q3<3 :

( q )  6 ®  ®d3z»ed OS S>. ( f t ® .  C2sfe§©£-€§625f z§c3O02sf fiyS  S>dg szwjOzs

SOsi saod,
fcp j OS csfz^e^-eSzao dOOo e®J epgzg S c^ t®  scm^Qo cS3©2sf ®d3sMza?

S20d,
gSdcJoOzsf esx)®jS0 eSoeozjf ®d3zr>ozsf SOsf ”

The learned District Judge in answering the issues raised has answered 
the said issue in the negative and the reasons given in his judgment for 
answering the aforesaid issue in the negative are as follows :

“  a j2 edSzasd 8 g  «p°za 465 ®dgOO caazstS sq o  efzsfozrf zajg q>e&dz3fe> 8«®®scs5 
za§y8 cpaza’, 8. eaoS ©j-cSeza' q>e£>eeJzad epos a^&sSdb SSzd oozaScaO
zŝ qOo (ftp. ̂ ®2j53S»5a g â S«S@2adjCtefecrf:ji SzsSzad̂  eo&sf ©G g  ( ^ ’zgey-dozaa 
®uets)3cJ SO esazsfSOgzr? e»g<qdS S <^za. s®@ “ a^2”  ®d3z»ca O O S a  

3 0  SzsfSecaza ^ epjfii cs fo d sc i ea© SzsfSzadjscrf caoza’8  Odzd Sao 
q̂ zszsf, "a j2 ”  sdSzncs OOjS 0°£>£5k > SdgOza' eznoOzn SCO Oj&cSde ©jsaSzrf 
S dg  zad ( f t &  SO ScnSsao zad®. ”

On an examination of this paragraph wherein the validity of deed marked 
P2 is considered one has to concede that the learned District Judge has 
failed to analyse the evidence led on this point in detail. However, he refers 
to the all important two attesting witnesses who were called by the plaintiffs 
respondents to establish the due execution of the said deed. At this point,
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it would be pertinent to refer to Section 68 of the Evidence Ordinance 
which reads as follows :

“If a document is required by law to be attested, it shall not be used 
as evidence until one attesting witness atJeast has been called for 
the purpose of proving its execution, if there be an attesting witness 
alive, and subject to the process of the court and capable of giving 
evidence.”

In the instant action the plaintiffs-respondents in complying with the 
provisions in Section 68 of the Evidence Ordinance have called not one 
but both attesting witnesses to the deed marked P2 to testify to the due 
execution of the said deed. As to N.H. Gunaratne, Notary Public who 
attested the deed it tranpired in evidence that his whereabouts were not 
known and was not listed as a witeness. As to the evidence of these two 
witnesses in signing the deed as attesting witnesses was never challenged 
by the defendant-appellant and under cross examination no suggestion 
put to them that they did not attest the deed marked P2. It is also to be 
noted that these two attesting witnesses were not the recipients of any 
benefit in terms of the said deed.

It is contended by the counsel for the defendant-appellant that since 
the two attesting witnesses are the children of the executant and also 
since they are the ones who found the Notary and as the Notary did not 
know the executant there was a legal duty cast on the plaintiffs-respondents 
to have called the mother as a witness to prove the fact that she placed 
the thumb impression on the said deed marked P2. It is to be seen that in 
P2 Notray’s attestation clearly says that the Notary does not know the 
transferor. He specifically has stated that he knows the two attesting 
witnesses who in turn were the children of the executant. At this point it 
would be pertinent to refer to Section 31 (9) of the Notaries Ordinance No. 
01 of 1907 which reads as follows :

31(9) “ He shall not authenticate or attest any deed or instrument 
unless the person executing the same be known to him or to at least 
two of the attesting witness thereto; and in the latter case, he shall 
satisfy himself, before accepting them as witnesses, that they are 
persons of good repute and that they are well acquainted with the 
executant and know his proper name, occupation, and residence,
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and the witnesses shall sign a declaration at the foot of the deed or 
instrument that they are well acquainted with the executant and 
know his proper name, occuption, and residence.”

Evidence reveal that these provisions contained in the aforesaid Section 
of the Notaries Ordinance has been complied with. Middleton, J in 
Valupillai vs. Sivakampillai <’> stated th a t:

‘To attest” means to bear witness to a fact. An attesting witness 
is a witness who has seen the deed executed and who signs it as a 
witness. Where the instrument is required by law to be attested, the 
meaning is that the witness shall be present at its execution and 
shall testify that it has been executed by the proper person. 
Middleton, J.was of the opinion that “ to attest” does not necessarily 
mean that the witness is to write down anything in the document to 
the effect that he subscribes as a witness, and that if it is shown that 
in fact he did sign and did witness the signarture which he is 
attesting, that would be sufficient for attestation.”

And as for the object of calling a witness in Solicitor-General vs. Ava 
Umma(2>at 515:

Per T.S. Fernando, J.

“ The object of calling the' witness is to prove the execution of the 
document. Proof of the execution of the documents mentioned in 
section 2 of No. 7 of 1940 (prevention of Frauds Ordinance (cap.84) 
means proof of the identity of the person who signed as maker and 
proof that the document was signed in the presece of a notary and 
two or more witnesses present at the same time who attested the 
execution.”

Evidence of the two attesting witnesses also reveal that the deed marked 
P2 has been duly attested or executed. In any event, Section 33 of the 
Notaries Ordinance provide th a t:

“No instrument shall be deemed to be invalid by reason only of the 
failure of any notary to observe any provision of any rule set out in section 
31 in respect of any matter of form :
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provided that nothing hereinbefore contained shall be deemed to give 
validity to any instrument which may be invalid by reason of non-compliance 
with the provisions of any other written law. ”

In Asliya Umma vs. Thingal Mohamed(3) the Supreme Court held :

“ The failure of the Notary to observe the provisions of section 31 of 
the Notaries Ordinance in executing the deed of revocation did not 
make it invalid; for in terms of section 33 of the Ordinance, the deed 
shall not be deemed to be invalid by reason of such failure.”

In the circumstances, I am unable to agree with the counsel for the 
defendant- appellant that there was a legal duty cast on the plaintiffs - 
respondents to have called the mother as a witness to prove the fact that 
she placed the thumb impression on the deed marked P2 for this fact has 
been established by the testimony of the two attesting witnesses. The 
fact that the two witnesses were children of the executant does not make 
them disqualified to sign as attesting witnesses or make their testimony 
unworthy of credit. Therefore it appears that deed P2 stands proved as 
having been duly executed. In the circumstances provision of section 114 
illustration “F” of the Evidence Ordinance will have no application to the 
facts of this case. I might also say that though evidence revealed that 
when evidence on behalf of the plaintiffs-respondents were led the executant 
of the deed marked P2 was alive, evidence also revealed that she was 82 
years of age and was a sick person and according to the evidence of the 
defendant-appellant she was not only physically ill, but also a mental 
patient for a number of years before she died. Defendant-appellant in his 
evidence at page 285 of the brief says as follows :

“ g .  e®® snQO SeoocociO CDsdsM SO @ 0  8Dq>sd eps>d SScMg ?

C  88  Sragsi 85cm.

zaSassd 8 cm S>@3iO C3K> ggGO cScs B O  & 0 o . ®G 8 8  8 5  B O

£ > £ o  z88eq SwzaOdjsdO z^O s>c 5)0 2§0o. zs®o<ssf ®00 6 8 o
Szs>c geci 2aOgog ?

C- 1982 g 88cs Szad S Deed 88cm. 1984 Ojd SO seooqO® 88  S sad© 85cm.” 
Again at pages 287,288 and 289:
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“ g . ®0 83  Sffisgzrf i>cs ggO n)0<̂  Scazrfszrf ?

C- S t.

g . 6® SdgQ gc33 SsSjrfszrf 1986 <spQc5̂ ê  ?

C - 1986.0818 sQS i  d a  Q a o  SeSctezrf.
g . 1983 efgdp^e^ p̂Ocsozn Ocraecssf 2»®zrfO zazss zadzn SO ®Q 83  Szsgsi

6S  S)0 cinem a) 6§c»  S3® e^S-dogc <£>̂ 8s3zsf zadzn SO s®£^® 8)8g02sf 
gcss S s OzdOo S cso SScao 253® r s > ® ^ e d  esesod^ScszsJ
Q°D£$?S> ® d g £ ) 2 s f  g c 3 3  £3®5)25> O O O  6 £ 3 o g S c 3 0  £ 3 j® - g S §  2 3 (3 3

(3. e^S-SSg 2S 6g 255j2S>.

g . e@® mgOO ®0 esszsf® esqeoo ss^qSSQ ^esseo 2S©3<; ? §£)§> gOSsd^Ozsf 
g  0 0  eesiSSO epgdjc, 30zaO sad  ?

(3. ® 00 e332af8 s^zsteiO S ) j p i  8ti8c3zsf jScsd.”

when the defendant-appellant himself in his evidence says that the 
executant was a mental patient who was not in a position to give evidence, 
I am unable to comprehend as to how the counsel for the defendant- 
appellant could argue that the plaintiffs-respondents should have called 
the executant to prove the fact that she placed her thumb impression on 
the said deed marked P2 or if she was unable to come to Court to give 
evidence, the plaintiffs-respondents should have moved for affidavit evidence 
to be recorded on commission or debenne esse evidence before the trial.

Counsel for the defendent-appellant also contended that the learned 
District Judge had erred in coming to the conclusion that the plaintiffs- 
respondent’s mother was dead at the time of trial, when in fact according 
to the evidence of the 1 st plaintiff-respondent she was very much alive. 
However I do not think that the learned District Judge can be faulted for his 
conclusion for the defendent - appellant himself in his evidence admit that 
his mother is no longer living. At page 282 of the brief he says :

“ g .  ® 0  ®C3 ( B s c i  6 2 3 3 6 5 9  cj <q ?

c- 23j©e®d ^ ”
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Also at page 286 of the brief:

“g. ®GeaJ ®d-e£oO <3c» <; ?
• C- ®0 <Bo SO SO ®® <Scia."

Again at page 320 of the brief:

g .  cffcs © c x B e ti 6 ® j3 i  ^ ra S kse css i <;?

Cr SdgsOzn < j > q e  O fS Ossy SdgeO si efgc5j£ m-eSsna) SSoa.

g .  s>® si © O s®  ® d-eSoO  S e a  <q ?

C- ®® eseo S8qs) ,g®<3£)Z3 <Bca. ®£> SdcxsOs) ®jsdzs’saO

Another matter raised by the counsel for the defendant-appellant is the 
lack of consideration. It is to be seen that the deed marked P2 in its 
attestation states that consideration was not paid in the presence of the 
Notary who attested the said deed. The 1 st plaintiff -respondent who is 
one of the purported purchasers on the said deed marked P2 in his evidence 
admitted that no consideration passed or was paid. Evidence of Gunarathna 
Pingamage also reveal that consideration did not pass and the sum of R. 
7,500/- was mentioned in the deed on the instructions given by the Notary.

The question arises as to whether the deed of conveyance becomes 
invalid if the consideration is not paid fully. According to Voet 19.1.21 non 
payment of purchase price is not a ground for cancellation of a conveyance. 
It was held in Meyer vs. Rudolhp’s Executors <4) that the failure of 
consideration does not give rise to a claim for cancellation of the deed but 
only to claim for unpaid consideration. This question was considered in 
Jayawarderta vs. Amerasekera (5)and the Court held as follows.

“On the execution of a notarial conveyance the sale is complete, and 
the mere fact that the whole of the consideration has not been paid cannot, 
in the absence of fraud or misrepresentation, afford ground for the rescission 
of the sale and the cancellation of the conveyance.”

Where a person obtains a conveyance of property without fraud, but 
afterwards fraudulently refuses to pay the consideration stipulated for, the
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grantor is not entitled to claim a cancellation of the conveyance, but his 
remedy is an action for the recovery of the consideration. This principle 
was adopted in Mohamadu Vs. Hussian.<6)

In Nona Kumara vs. Abdul Cader{7) the plaintiff, when she was a minor, 
transferred certain lands to the first defendant by a deed which, on the 
face of it, was a transfer for consideration. She sought to have the deed 
declared null and void on the ground that her signature was obtained to it 
by undue influence, intimidation and threats. The District Judge held against 
the plaintiff on the questions of undue influence, intimidation and threats. 
He held, however, although no specific issue was raised, that the deed 
was a donation, and therefore null and void, merely because the transferor 
did not receive the consideration mentioned in the deed. Jayetileke, J held 
“ that the deed which on the face of it, was a transfer for consideration 
could not be held to be a donation merely because the transfer did not 
receive the consideration. The plaintiffs remedy was an action to recover 
the consideration and not to claim a cancellation of the conveyance.”

I might also refer to the Law of Evidence E.R.S.R. Coomaraswamy vol. 
II Book 01 at page 203 wherein he considers “Want orfailure of consideration’ 
and says :

“ It can always be shown that a contract was entered into without 
consideration, or the consideration, if any, has failed. This applies even 
where the instrument contains an averment that the deed was for 
consideration.”

“ In Sri Lanka, consideration is only necessary for those contracts 
which are governed by the Roman-Dutch Law. Those contracts which are 
governed by the Roman-Dutch Law require only causa to support them. 
Therefore, in contracts governed by Roman-Dutch Law, proof of the want 
or failure of consideration will not enable a party to set it aside, so long as 
there is some justa causa to support it. But if there is and averment in a 
contract governed by the Roman-Dutch Law, such as a contract for the 
sale of land, that a certain consideration had been paid, then it is open to 
party, alleged to have received the consideration, to show that in fact no 
consideration had been paid.

2 - CM 7650
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Certain Indian cases took the view that’ the want or failure of 
consideration sought to be proved under the proviso must be such as 
invalidates an instrument. That is, total want or failure of consideration. 
But this view appears to be too narrow. The words “such as” in the proviso 
show that the words “wants or failure of consideration” need not be 
construed in this limited way. Our courts have held that it is open to a 
defendent to prove that the consideration was in fact different from the 
consideration stated in deed. Certain Indian cases take the same view.”

Counsel for the defendant-appellant also contended that at the time of 
execution of the deed marked P2 none of the recipients who derived title 
by the said deed were present and the fact that no consideration passed 
between parties to the said deed goes to show that there being no nexus 
between the parties, no evidence of intention to transfer the property in 
suit and hence the validity of the deed is questionable. Here again, I am 
unable to agree with the counsel for the reason that due execution of the 
said deed has been established.

On the other hand, it is for the defendant-appellant to prove the objections 
taken by him to the said deed in paragraph 08 of the answer. It appears 
that except for lack of consideration the other matters pleaded therein 
have not been proved by the defendant-appellant. As the plaintiffs-appellants 
have proved due execution of the deed marked P2 the burden of proving 
that said deed marked P2 is not the act and deed of the executant 
Ukkumenika and that it was obtained by deceit and undue influence is on 
the defendant-appellant. Only evidence placed before the learned District 
Judge was the ipse dixit of the defendant-appellant that the executant was 
a mental patient.

Section 101 of the Evidence Ordinance reads as fo llows:

“Whoever desires any court to give judgement as to any legal 
right or liability dependent on the existence of facts which he 
asserts, must prove that those facts exist.

When a person is bound to prove the existence of any fact, it is 
said that the burden of proof lies on that person.’

Illustrations
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(a) A desires a court to give judgment that B shall be punished for a 
crime which A says B has committed.

A must prove that B has committed the crime.

(b) A desires a court to give judgment that he is entitled to certain 
land in the possession of B by reason of facts which he asserts, 
and which B denies to be true.

A must prove the existence of those facts.”

I would say the learned District Judge has correctly answered 
issue 12 raised by the defendant-appellant in the negative, though he has 
failed to give reasons for coming to that conclusion. Likewise once the 
paper title was established by the plaintiff-respondent it was for the 
defendant-appellant to establish his prescriptive right. However no 
submissions have been made by the counsel for the defendant- appellant 
on his claim based on prescription. Likewise no submissions have been 
made as to inadequacy of compensation awarded to the defendant- 
appellant. Hence I do not propose to go into these matters.

In the circumstances it is to be seen that even though the learned 
District Judge has failed to examine and analyse in detail the evidence 
placed before him and give reasons for his findings, on an examination of 
the evidence placed before the trial Judge he has it appears come to a 
correct finding and answered issue no. 12 in the negative and also held 
with the plaintiffs-respondents. In the circumstances I see no basis to 
interfere with the judgment of the learned District Judge. Accordingly the 
appeal will stand dismissed with costs fixed at Rs. 5,000/-

Appeal dismissed.


